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the second reading should be extended, if the period should prove in
a particular case to be longer, to nine months from the third reading
of a Bill on the first occasion of its passage through the Commons.
The Opposition favoured eighteen months from the initial second
reading but might have accepted twelve months from the third read-
ing. They refused to accept the nine months' proposal because it
might not have left the Lords adequate time to consider a Bill, in
view of the length of time which is taken in the Commons to pass a
controversial measure.1 After the rejection of the Bill by the Lords
on second reading, a step which followed the breakdown of the Con-
ference, the Government wound up the session in July, 1948. Par-
liament reassembled in September for a short session solely for the
purpose of again passing the amending Bill through the Commons
and presenting it in the Lords where it was rejected for a second time
under the Parliament Act procedure. The third session started late
in October. It was not until this session had run for twelve months
that the Parliament Bill was again passed through the Commons.
It was in due course rejected by the Lords and received the Royal
Assent on December 16, 1949, being thus the third measure to
become law in this way since the enactment of the original Parlia-
ment Act in 1911.
The effect of the Parliament Act is to leave the House of Lords Proposals for
with a suspensory veto over non-financial Bills, but with no power Amendment,
to prevent legislation proposed by the House of Commons. There
have been innumerable proposals both for the reform of the House
of Lords and for tlie amendment of the Parliament Act In particular
it has been urged that the duty of certifying a Bill to be a money Bill
should be transferred from the Speaker to an impartial committee,
and that there should be excepted from the provisions of the Parlia-
ment Act a Bill to abolish or alter the constitution of the House of
Lords. Those who believe in the necessity of a second chamber
with power to revise and insist on its revisions, and with power to
compel the democratically chosen first chamber to appeal to the
electors before introducing any drastic changes in the law, would
welcome the repeal of the Parliament Act, but any such proposal
would involve reform of the composition of the House of Lords.
It is agreed that it is not desirable as a matter of political expediency House of
to give new powers or to restore old powers to the House of Lords
as at present constituted on the hereditary principle. Many proposals
have been made for a reformed House of Lords, e.g. the nomination
of life peers by the Crown on the advice of the Government of the
day, elections by large constituencies, or combinations of these and
other methods. It has been found impossible to secure agreement
1 See Cmd. 7380 for Agreed Statement on Conclusion of the Conference of
Party Leaders^ 1948,
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